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The mission of The Florida Transit Marketing Network (FTMN) is to facilitate
communication, education, and networking among Florida's public transit
marketing professionals for the purpose of promoting Florida at the national
level, developing a unified voice, and creating efficiencies.
The creation of the FTMN was discussed during a forum meeting at the FPTA
Annual Conference in Key West in October 2003. A small working committee
convened in early January 2004 to more clearly identify the mission of the
FTMN and develop preliminary goals to guide the organization's efforts. In
2005, a program was established by CUTR funded by the FDOT to provide
program support and technical assistance to the network. "The Exchange"
was the name created for the network’s website and publications.
FTMN is currently aligned to meet twice a year, during the Professional
Development Workshop held in the summer, and the Florida Public
Transportation Association Conference held in the late fall. Since marketing
sessions and presentations are typically on the agenda at these events, this
is a convenient way for participants to meet and discuss specific network
activities.

M A R K E T I N G S E S S I O N S : F P TA A N N U A L C O N F E R E N C E
The 31st Annual FPTA Conference that took place in Sanibel Island, FL on Oct
16-Oct 18, 2005 included several marketing activities and sessions. The
FTMN also held its forum meeting during the conference. Rob Gregg, Center
for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) moderated the session which
focused on the development of “The Exchange” website and other marketing
topics such as the percent of agency’s budgets dedicated to marketing,
measuring the success of transit marketing campaigns, and emergency
response procedures.
Another marketing-related session focused on Special Events Transportation from the Transit Agency’s
Perspective. Four presentations took place during this session including: NCTR special event service
planning, Ann Joslin, CUTR; JTA’s experience during Super Bowl XXXIX, Tom Jury, JTA; , VOTRAN’s
special events service history, Lois Bollenback, VOTRAN; and HARTline special event transportation
impacts, Jill Cappadoro, HARTline.
A session on service development grants also had a marketing focus. Liliane Agee, Palm Tran,
moderated the session which included a panel of Elizabeth Stutts, FDOT, who spoke about Florida DOT
grant opportunities and Steve Myers, LeeTran Director who shared the Lee County experience with
service development grants.
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Marketing Award Winners at the FPTA Conference
Shown from left to right:
Lili Agee, Palm Tran
Joann Haley, LeeTran
Natalie Goldberg, BCT
Jim Lisenfelt, Space Coast
Charlotte Lombard, JTA
Lois Bollenback, VOTRAN
Peggy Gies, LYNX
Teresa Harrison, RTS
Jill Cappadoro, HARTline
Bonnie Arnold, SFRTA
Ralf Heseler, MCAT
Randall Beckwith, MCAT

LeeTran’s winning entry in the
Bus Exteriors - Commercial
Design Category

M A R K E T I N G A WA R D
WINNERS
The Marketing Awards Competition took place at the
31st Annual FPTA Conference after a one year hiatus.
There were 51 entries in this year’s competition, but
only 20 awards to hand-out! Manatee County Area
Transit was the big winner this year receiving five
awards including the “Best of the Best”. JTA took home
three awards, with HARTline and LeeTran each earning
two. The following agencies each captured one award:
LYNX, Palm Tran, SFRTA (Tri-Rail), Space Coast Area
Transit, Broward County Transit, Miami-Dade Transit,
and Gainesville RTS.
For a complete description and photos of each award
winning entry, please visit The Exchange website at
www.fl-exchange.com.

Award

Winner

Best of the Best

MCAT

Judge’s Favorite

MDT

Class I (99 or fewer buses)
Print Collateral

MCAT

Print Advertising

SFRTA

Internal/External Employee
Communications

MCAT

Electronic Media/TV

MCAT

Electronic Media/Radio

VOTRAN

Electronic Media/Other

RTS

Bus ExteriorsSystem Self Promotion

Space Coast
Area Transit

Bus Exteriors - Commercial
Design

LeeTran

Special Events

LeeTran

Sustaining Campaigns

MCAT

Class II (100+ buses)

Best of the Best
MCAT’s entry for Sustaining Campaigns
(1 panel pictured)

Print Collateral

JTA

Print Advertising

HARTline

Electronic Media/TV

Palm Tran

Electronic Media/Other

JTA

Bus ExteriorsSystem Self Promotion

JTA

Bus Exteriors - Commercial
Design

LYNX

Special Events

HARTline

Sustaining Campaigns

BCT
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THE DEBUT

OF

“TH E E XCH A NG E ” W E B S I T E

A major task of the first year of the Florida Transit Marketing Network was to establish a website that
would serve as a “One Stop Shop” for Florida transit marketing resources. The initial design of the
website has been completed and content is continually being updated. The following information is
currently available:
⇒ The Exchange Floor - The home page of the website describes the purpose and history of the network and serves as an informative location for the latest happenings in Florida transit marketing.
⇒ Marketing Awards - The award winners from the 31st Annual FPTA Conference are highlighted and
information on judging criteria and the various award categories is also included.
⇒ Member Directory - A directory of all current Exchange members with name, title, phone number,
and email information displayed by agency type (transit systems and “other” consisting of FDOT,
MPO, Consultants, and CUTR members).
⇒ Transit Web - Links to all Florida transit websites.
⇒ Links - Links to other websites that may be of interest to transit marketing professionals.
⇒ Contact - Contact information for the FTMN Program Director and the FDOT Project Manager are
provided along with a feedback form for general comments and questions.
Future activities will include:
⇒ Campaigns - Identify specific campaign topics (for example, Summer Youth Programs) and survey
Florida transit systems for applicable campaigns. A summary of findings on the topic will be
published in the 2nd newsletter and on the website.
⇒ Outreach - Two newsletters (this newsletter is one), and a promotional brochure.
⇒ Spotlight On… - In each of the newsletters, a “spotlight on…” column will feature a marketing
professional at a Florida transit system.
Other potential activities for future years of the program:
⇒ E-Library - A library of E-documents that pertain to Transit Marketing and would be of interest to
Florida Transit Marketing Professionals.

FUN MARKETING TRIVIA
FedEx logo
Can you spot the 'arrow' in
the logo?

The Nike Swoosh
The Nike Swoosh is one of the most recognized
symbols in the world. How much do you think it’s
creation cost Phil Knight, the founder of Nike, in
1971 when its was created?

Go to Page 7 for the answers!
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SPOTLIGHT

ON…

R A N D A L L B E C K W I T H , M C AT

NAME: Randall Beckwith
TITLE: MCAT Transit Marketing Coordinator (since June 2004)
HOMETOWN: Lansing, Michigan
EDUCATION: Michigan State University and the School of Hard Knocks
PROFESSIONAL HISTORY: MCAT is the 5th public transit agency for which I have
worked. I began as a graphic designer for Orange County Transit Authority in
Southern California back in the mid to late 70’s. Since then I’ve worked for
SEMTA in Detroit, RTD in Denver, and Metro Transit in Minneapolis/St. Paul. I
returned to Denver in the mid 90’s and opened a strategic marketing
communications firm which I owned with a partner for nine years until deciding
to move to Florida to avoid the snow.
ON THE AWARDS: I do consider the awards, not a personal victory, but a validation that many of Ralf
Heseler’s (MCAT’s director) objectives are coming to fruition: being the best transit agency in our class,
being a customer oriented transit organization, developing transportation and time management
services that are equal in value to the personal automobile, to expand service and service types in our
region, and so on. The marketing awards represent MCAT’s efforts as a whole. I have learned over the
years that the quickest road to destruction is for marketing to promise something that operations cannot
deliver, thereby setting up a customer expectation that is certain to fail. Clearly, at MCAT, we have good
synergy between operations and marketing, a rarity, in my experience, in public transit.
BIGGEST SURPRISE IN MARKETING TRANSIT: The constant perception by policy makers and non-riders
that public transit is a service for transit dependent, lower economic audiences. While this group is an
important target audience, the common stereotype couldn’t be farther from the truth. In every agency
with which I have worked, we always carried more white collar workers than any other market group.
I’m talking suits with laptops and cell phones. The bottom line is that public transit is not about
transportation. It is about time management. If transit can come close to travel times achieved in
personal automobiles and it is cheaper due to parking and fuel costs, then people will ride transit
regardless of their economic status. New York City is a great example. So my first challenge when joining
any transit organization is to re-educate and change internal paradigms regarding public transit as a
time management retail product versus a public service for a captive user. Then I address stereotypes
with the external target audiences so I can begin the process of getting them to test the service.
BIGGEST CHALLENGE TO MARKET TRANSIT AT MCAT: My biggest challenge to market transit in
Manatee County is two-fold. First, I need to acquire appropriate resources for research and product
development so service enhancements are based on market driven decisions. Second, I have to consider
county policy makers as important a marketing audience as existing and potential riders. MCAT needs to
be positioned in the eyes of the policy makers as an effective, efficient, economical and expedient
solution to traffic congestion worthy of immediate investment as a companion solution to new roads
AND as a preemptive strike, since transit can expand faster and cheaper than road construction.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND: I have been married to my lovely wife Julie for 19 years. We enjoy shelling at
the beach, driving our 1979 VW Bug convertible with the top down and sipping an occasional martini
with blue cheese stuffed olives. I have two adult daughters living in the Southwest U.S. I am an inactive
private pilot, instrument rated.
FAVORITE COLOR: I enjoy vibrant primary colors, especially the tropical palette.
FAVORITE CANDY: Regarding my preference for candy, I have great endurance in rejecting sweets of any
kind except chocolate at which I will break down in a pathetic whimper until my desires are granted and
then consume many times more than I should to my own detriment. We all have our weaknesses!
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NEWS BRIEFS FROM THE INDUS TRY
Jacksonville Transit Authority
October 2005

Broward County Transit
October 2005

New Technology Flashes JTA into the Future

Christopher Walton Appointed
BCT Mass Transit Director

JTA is pleased to announce the addition of two
technologies that will enhance customer service and
convenience. The first is the patented i-STOP™. Posted
at select JTA bus stops, the i-STOP™ is a fully, selfcontained, solar-powered transit stop offering an
on-demand TranSignal™ bus signaling beacon, security
downlighting and schedule illumination. This hi-tech,
customer-focused technology enables the customer to
signal an approaching bus by pushing the beacon light
button. The beacon light flashes alerting the bus operator
that a rider is at the stop. In addition, the i-STOP™ offers
a lighted display for bus schedule and customer
information and the overhead light improves customer
safety and reduces rider pass-bys during nighttime hours.
“The customer service benefits that this new product
offered made it a necessity to our system,” said JTA
Passenger Amenities Coordinator Howard Metcalf. “We
are in the process of purchasing more units and are
working to identify additional funding for future
purchases,” he added.
There are currently three i-STOPS operating within the
system. All three stops are located on the westbound side
of Beach Boulevard. The stops were strategically placed in
construction zones to improve passenger safety and
service.
JTA is also proud to offer customers online purchasing
capabilities for monthly and weekly passes (which include
rides on buses, the Skyway and JTA’s Ride Request
service), Stadium Shuttle Service passes and 10- and 40ride bus ticket booklets. This service allows customers to
receive their passes or tickets in the mail versus
purchasing them at the FCCJ terminal or JTA’s
administration offices downtown.
“The ability for online pass and ticket purchases adds
convenience to those customers who may not necessarily
ride our system through the transfer station. This is also a
major milestone to our Stadium Shuttle customers who
can now pre-purchase passes rather than purchasing
them at the various lots on game day. Customers can
avoid standing in line and board the shuttle as soon as
they arrive,” stated Director of External Affairs Mike Miller.
In addition to online purchases, JTA also plans to make
monthly parking renewals available online in the future.

A seasoned transportation official with
a blend of public and private sector
experience has been appointed as
Broward County Transit’s new Mass
Transit Director. Christopher K. Walton, who has been
serving as Associate Director of Mass Transit since 2002,
was appointed to head the Broward County Transit
agency, effective October 18.
Walton, a native of Michigan, joined Broward County’s
Mass Transit Division in 2000 as Operations Transit
Manager. In 2002, he was promoted to Associate Director
Prior to joining BCT, Walton was employed by the Detroit
Department of Transportation from 1983 through 1994,
serving as Director for four years and managing a $130
million budget and 1,800 employees. From 1994 to 2000,
Walton served as an Operations Management Consultant
with the Ultra Advisory Group of Detroit.
Walton holds a bachelor’s degree in Engineering Graphics
from Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo, where he
graduated in 1978. In 2004, he was appointed to the
American Public Transportation Association’s Bus Safety
Committee and is a member of the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers and the National Forum for
Black Public Administrators.
Broward County Transit
October 2005

Transit Teen Art and Poetry
As part of their "Teens and Tweens" campaign to
promote the benefits of public transportation to children
ages 10 to 18, BCT partnered with Broward County
Library in October 2005 to select winners of the Teen Art
and Poetry Contest, part of the library’s annual Teen Read
Week.
Student participants represented various Broward County
schools, and entered to win in 33 library branches
throughout the county. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, and
Honorary Mention winners in the art and poetry
categories will be displayed on BCT buses starting in
January 2006 and remain up for an indefinite period for
public viewing.
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NEWS BRIEFS FROM THE INDUS TRY

(CONTINUED)

South Florida Regional Transportation Authority
November 2005

Launches Public Information Campaign in
Partnership with McDonald’s
The South Florida Regional Transportation Authority launched its first
regional public information campaign in partnership with Broward
County Transit, Miami-Dade Transit, Palm Tran and Tri-Rail during
the month of December 2005. This premiere regional effort signifies
a strong public/private partnership with one of the world’s leading
quick service restaurants, McDonald’s.
“We are grateful to partner with such a world-renowned restaurant
franchise as McDonald’s,” said Bonnie Arnold, director of marketing,
South Florida Regional Transportation Authority. “Working with
McDonald’s will give us the exposure needed to reach millions of
consumers, and the outlet to promote transit options to these
individuals.”
The “Enjoy the Freedom” campaign encourages residents in Broward,
Miami-Dade and Palm Beach counties to visit any of over 200
participating McDonald’s locations in the tri-county area to receive
more information on public transportation. McDonald’s tray liners and
drive-thru bag stuffers will have information concerning public transit
options, and the public will have the opportunity to register for a free
Tri-Rail ticket, with free bus connections.
The campaign will feature print ads in major daily newspapers and
PSAs on multiple local TV stations, and will be available in English and
Spanish. The public will also be encouraged to visit any of the transit
agency websites to obtain more detailed information on public transit,
and to register for the opportunity to win one of four McDonald’s for a year prize packages.
This public information campaign is funded by the Florida Department of Transportation through a service development
grant to the South Florida Regional Transportation Authority.

VOTRAN
August 2005

Votran has the prescription for motorists
who are sick of their daily commute to work.

The “Rx: Commutus Liberatus” is a new marketing initiative that touts the Commuter Assistance Program (CAP) as the
right prescription to ease commuter stress. The theme was developed as a way to inform CAP commuters and build the
CAP identity. The more than 30,000 Volusia County residents who live in Volusia County and work in Brevard, Orange,
Flagler and Seminole counties are the targets of this marketing initiative.
“The ‘Rx: Commutus Liberatus’ campaign creatively informs recipients suffering from the daily commute about CAP options,” said Tim Clemmons, program coordinator.
The marketing program’s elements are radio, print advertising and direct mail. The Commuter Assistance Program
(CAP) is an umbrella term for the alternative transportation programs Votran provides.
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ON
Florida
Department of
Transportation

605 Suwannee Street MS 26
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450
Phone: 850-414-4530
Fax: 850-922-4942
Email:elizabeth.stutts@dot.state.fl.us

THE

HORIZON...

Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged
14th Annual Transportation and Training Conference
Tuesday, June 6, 2006
Gaylord Palms Resort - Orlando, FL
Community Transportation Association EXPO
June 5-9, 2006
Gaylord Palms Resort - Orlando, FL
FDOT/FPTA/CUTR Professional Development Workshop
August 8-10, 2006
USF Embassy Suites - Tampa, FL
FPTA Annual Conference and EXPO
November 5-7, 2006
TBD - West Palm Beach, FL

Center for Urban
Transportation
Research
University of
South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Avenue, CUT 100
Tampa, Florida 33620-5375
Phone: 813-974-9758
Fax: 813-974-5168
Email: mistretta@cutr.usf.edu

We’re on the web!
www.fl-exchange.com

The FTMN needs
your participation!
Please participate with your ideas,
articles, and expertise.
Contact us at CUTR, FDOT
or through the FTMN Listserv!

FUN MARKETING TRIVIA

FedEx Answer:
Have you spotted the solid white arrow in the FedEx logo?
Take a look between the 'E' and the 'x'. Was it great design
(we think so) or accident (maybe both!!)? Only the designer
and perhaps FedEx themselves know the truth.

Nike Swoosh – The Rest of the Story:
The Nike Swoosh was designed in 1971 and cost Phil Knight,
the founder of Nike, just US$35. The Nike website tells how
Knight was “... staring down a deadline. Shoe boxes in Mexico
were waiting to be printed. He needed a logo. He needed a
decision.” He had numerous designs in front of him, all by
Carolyn Davidson, a young designer. Apparently he grabbed
the Swoosh, telling Davidson: “I don't love it, but it will grow
on me.”
I think we can be certain that the Swoosh, now one of the
most recognized symbols in the world, grew on Phil.

Trivia courtesy of www.buildingbrands.com

